
SILVER OAK GROUP OF INSTITUTES 

Nukkad natak as popularity known in Marathi is a drama performed on streets to 

create social awareness. It’s an old tool through which lot of social awareness 

campaigns have gained strength, such as family planning, girl’s education, child 

labor etc. Nukkad Natak generally plays on street, Schools, Society, Area, Colleges, 

etc. We can see the example of Nukkad Natak in the opening scene of Vishal 

Bhardwaj's film Kaminey where in Shahid Kapoor is performing it for Aids 

awareness in the song fatak. 

At Silver oak Group of Institutes campus Mr. Shivam Singh, studying in B.E. 3rd 

semester Mechanical Engineering took an initiative of Nukkad Natak and starts a 

Club Named “Nukkad Natak” first time ever in Gujarat Technological University. 

This campaign is very famous in so many IITs & NITs allover India. 

By performing the Nukkad Natak students can get the stage experience, speak 

around the society about the facts are happening around them, also be capable to 

speaking up about the Human Rights. In added advantages they can also build 

other abilities like Personality development, Communication skills, managing 

power etc which will be very much helpful throughout the life. So Nukkad natak is 

not just about to perform a act but it is the way to make our society better with 

good lessons. It is life learning sessions. 

On 12th September 2017 This Nukkad natak has soon the demerits of the 

Educated Society & Swachhta Abhiyan which is started by our Honorable Prime 

Minister, Narendra Modi saheb. Today in our society many people suffers from 

the situations like , students commit suicide  because they are not permitted to 

become as per their interest , Acid attacks , Discrimination due to religion , 

Cleanliness , Not caring about what’s going around them. Nukkad Natak motive is 

to aware the society toward their betterment to family and society. 

Special thanks to Prof. Mohsin Bukhari to guiding us at each and every step to 

building this group and also in each and every way. We are thankful to our Head 

of Department of Mechanical Engineering, Prof. Mit Shah to supporting us and 

putting trust on us for this initiative. Also Our Principal Dr. Saurin Shah for giving 

us the permission and helping us. 

 



The Details of team members of Nukkad Natak are as shown below: 

NAME Enrollment No Department 

1. Shivamsingh 150770119260 ME-5 

2. Harsh Patel 151200119033 ME-5 
3. Dhruv Sadhu 160770119132 ME-3 

4. ChandranaJanki 160770116009 IT-3 
5. Parth Patel 160773119058 ME-5 

6. DalasaniyaHarshkumar 160770116012 IT-3 

7. VatsalSoni 160770119218 ME-3 
8. Ridham Gandhi 160770116019 IT-3 

9. MihirPrajapati 160770106902 Civil-3 
10. BhavishaAmbaliya 160770116003 IT-3 

11. KirtirajsinhMahida 160770116033 IT-3 
12. ParagkumarPrajapati 160770106093 Civil-3 

13. TejasPrajapati 160770116092 IT-3 

14. Deep Ghodasara 160770116021 IT-3 
15. VirajVaghela 17ME127 ME-3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Glimpse of First act of Nukkad natak In SOGI Campus: 

 

 



 

 















 


